HMMS YOUTH SOCCER ASSOCIATION CLUB POLICIES

This registration is for Fall 2017 and Spring 2018. Registrants only wishing to play in Spring 2018 should wait and register online for “SPRING 2018 ONLY REGISTRATION” in January 2018.

HMMS Soccer Parents:

The HMMS Youth Soccer Association is a private club. As an affiliated player, parent or coach, we are all expected to follow the rules and policies of our organization.

Our goal is to provide a quality soccer program for the youth of our community, at the recreational and competitive team level. The HMMS Board Members are responsible for adopting policies that will serve the club and its members as a whole. Listed below are some of the major guidelines that define the spirit of our organization. Please take time to review these policies/guidelines. These policies are included as part of our online registration and a parent/guardian will be required to acknowledge that they have read said policies.

1. HMMS policy states that players U07 and older must play on a team of their own gender.
2. HMMS TRAVEL and EAGLE FC team tryouts are open to residents and nonresidents of Hampden, Middlesex, Monroe, and Silver Spring Townships.
   A. TRAVEL and EAGLE FC teams will be formed using birth year.
   B. Players eligible to try out for any U09 thru U19 TRAVEL TEAM must play their actual birth year.
   C. Returning HMMS players must be registered with HMMS to attend HMMS TRAVEL or EAGLE FC tryouts.
D. All players wishing to try out for a TRAVEL or EAGLE FC team, must register with HMMS and pay the FULL registration fee plus the $10 tryout fee prior to the date of the scheduled tryout for their BIRTH YEAR. If not selected for an EAGLE FC team, you can request to be reimbursed the registration fee minus the $10 tryout fee.
E. All non-Hampden, Middlesex, Monroe, & Silver Spring township residents will be assessed a $10 non-resident fee.
3. Players interested in playing on an EAGLE FC team may play on a team 1 BIRTH YEAR older (play up), under the limited circumstances noted below.
   A. Playing up is only permitted when a player finishes in the top 25% of the total number of players selected to an EAGLE FC team. Example: Team size of 12 = top 3; Team size of 16 = top 4.
   B. Those wishing to play on an EAGLE FC team 1 BIRTH YEAR older (play up) must first attend the tryout for their appropriate BIRTH YEAR, and then attend the tryout for the age group 1 BIRTH YEAR older.
4. HMMS discourages HMMS players from playing as a secondary or guest player with another club when that team is playing against an HMMS team.
   A. HMMS discourages the secondary roster of a player who is a primary player with another club.
   B. HMMS encourages HMMS TRAVEL and EAGLE FC teams to use HMMS players for secondary roster or guest play.
5. Players holding a TRAVEL or EAGLE FC player pass are not eligible to play on an HMMS Recreational team.
6. If permitted by a tournament, HMMS RECREATIONAL players may play with a TRAVEL team as a guest player at a tournament.

FALL 2017-SPRING 2018 REGISTRATION FEES

- $105.00 Recreational U07 to U12, 1st player in family
- $130.00 Recreational U13-U19, 1st player in family
- $115.00 Travel & EFC U09-U11, 1st player in family
- $140.00 Travel & EFC U12-U19, 1st player in family
- $ 75.00 U06 age group, 1st player in family
- ($5.00) $5 discount for each additional player in family
- $ 10.00 non-resident fee
- $ 25.00 late fee for TRAVEL & EAGLE FC registrations received after 3/31/2016
- $ 25.00 late fee for RECREATIONAL registrations received after 5/14/2016
- $ 50.00 Opt-out fee: families are required to select a Volunteer Position during registration. You can choose to “opt-out” of volunteering by selecting the opt-out option
- $ 45.00 TOPS (The Outreach Program for Soccer, children with disabilities)

U13 and up (Rec) and U12 and up (Travel/EFC) fee require a 3 person referee crew. All Travel/EFC registration fee includes $10 Tryout Fee.

REFUND POLICY

A $20.00 processing fee will be retained for players withdrawing prior to 6/1/17. There will be NO REFUNDS AFTER 5/31/17.

Website: www.hmms-soccer.org Email: hmmsoccer@comcast.net